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Willinsky: «provocation»

- Proposal: Open Access compulsory [statutory] licences

- «That is, my best efforts at setting out a path for legislative reform may simply serve as a provocation for others.»
An American way

• Compromising

• Pragmatic
An European perspective

• Reforming copyright is only a partial solution to the broader issues of «knowledge capitalism» and «surveillance capitalism».

• The exploitative strategy of publishers is gradually moving from research publication to research evaluation, research platforms and data analytics, each of which may easily require another change of prospective and of legal remedies.
Brembs et al. Plan I [2021]

«While public institutions hesitantly deliberate, commercial providers act»
• “[…] And so private companies continue to enlarge their role while the public character of our independent knowledge system is further eroded.

• […] What applies to the future of democracy applies equally to the future of universities and of independent education and research as vital building blocks for the organisation of knowledge. We cannot simply leave the future of knowledge to the corporate boardrooms”. 
Karen Maex 8.1.2021: Digital University Act

1. Public storage and access to research data organised by universities and public infrastructure.

2. Freely accessible university research publications. Open access must not give rise to high publication fees or, worse, to a private company lock-in, whereby universities find themselves trapped in a growing commercial data-analysis industry.

3. Control over digital learning and research tools (productivity tools, learning environments, video conferencing, etc.). These tools should be supplied partly as public infrastructure and partly through collaboration with platform companies, with universities retaining control over the gathering and processing of user data as well as influence on the development of such tools.

4. Access to platform data. The EU should require that researchers and teachers also are given access to platform data for teaching and research purposes. This is crucial for moderating the public space and monitoring public communication.
Defending academic freedom [Caso, Dore]: a copyright reform

1. Strengthen the right to exercise open access by reinforcing secondary publication right (research publications)

2. Expanding the scope and operation of exceptions and limitations to copyright

3. Introducing statutory licensing (cf. Willinsky): funders have right to republish in Open Access public/non profit archives, repositories and platforms (fair compensation - lump sum - determined by public authority)

4. Defending and expanding public domain: term of protections and other legal aspects (e.g. cultural heritage regulation)
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